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■IVAUIATION OF ISmeS FCR UTE IN ALL-TKY  FHOTOCTERS 

by 

Quy E. Baraach 

AB1TRACT 

For maximum Performance, an all-sKy F^otcmeter should have a large 

light-collection area and a narrow cpectral passbani; however, for a giv- 

en size of photometer, these parameters cannot be optimized simultaneous- 

ly.    Three compramine lens deslpnr. are evaluated here:    IASL-2, a 0.45- 

In.-focal length, f/2.8,  160°-fleld-of-view lens for use with a 2-ln.- 

djam. photomultlplier tube; and,  for use with 5-in.-diam.  photonultipll- 

er tubes, LASL-5, a 2.1-in.-focal-length,  fA.O,  12(f-field-of-view leas; 

and E&SC-5, a lens with a ncminal 120°  field of view, which can be used 

with or without nn rTC filter covering the central part of the first ele- 

ment.    The effective on-axis entrance-pupil areas and the relative re- 

sponse curves as a function of wavelength and incidence angle were meas- 

ured, and the results are reported. 

The Moclmum effective entrance pupil areas for a monochvonatic 

source at 391U A, for IASL-2, IASL-5, EG.SG-5 "ith ND2, and EGaC-^ with- 

out ND2, are 0.01k, 0.2}, 0.}6, and 2.6 cm2, respectively, when interfer- 

ence filters of 20-A half-width and J5*, maximum transmlttance «re used. 

'..'1th the exception of IASL-5, the effective bandwldths depend on Inci- 

dence angle; the ranges of variation within the nominal fields of view of 

the four jgi1» A photomet'jrs are 59 to kg Ä, 25 il, 55 to 80 A, and 26 to 

75 A, respectively.    FteaK-response wavelengths decrease with increasing 

incidence angle;  overall shifts are 6 A, 6 Ä, 45 A, and UO A, respec- 

tively.    IASL-2 and IASL-5 have also been evaluated at 6565 A; perform- 

ance of the  farmer Is badly degraded, while that of the latter is un- 

changed relative to 591'* A.    Therefore, IASL-5 photcoeters are recoci- 

mended for systems like the Los Alamos Air Fluorescence Detection Syst^to, 

which for optimum performance require wide-field photometers with narrow, 

well defined, spectral passbands. 

I.    rnTRQUlCTION fluorescence excited in the upper atmosphere by 

„,_    ,      ,, .,    ,,. _ .     . .      „ thermal x rays Incident tToci a nuclear explosion In 
The Los Alamos Air Flv;orescence Detection Sys- 
.,.,__,,1 . .       j    1,    ,       . ^      . space.    A second photcmeter  ("discrimination detcc 

tern  (IAAFDS)    uses a ground-based all-sky photometer 

system to neasure the pulse of Ra W (0»0)  (3911> A) 
tor") is used to measure the source spectrum simul- 

taneously at a wavelength other than 5914 i.    The 



tvo neajureasnts Jieai>stlc»ll   determine unaablgu- 

ousiy the type of spectrua detected dud are used to 

ascertain ttte type of source which produced It* 

To nexinlze the distance beyond the atmosphere 

at which the standard 1-Kt x-ray source can be de- 

tected, the photoDeters must have large llght-col- 

lectlcc areas, 1^., entrance pupils.   They must al- 

so have rarrow spectral paesbands^ for two reasons: 

to limit the noise signal« produced by fljctuatlcr.s 

In the detection of background light during daylight 

operatlco, and to obtain the spectrtn recogr-itlon 
required to discriminate false signals such t s those 

produced by lightning»    In practice, given size cr 
coat Ualtatlans, a vide-nngle lens for use in an 

all-sky photometer cannot be designed to oaxlmire 

the entrance-pupil area and to minimize the spectrnl 

bandwidth simultaneously«   A coopropilse design must 

be used which, far example, maximizes the entrance- 

pupil area while widening the spectral passband as 

little as possible.   Another possible suXatlcn is to 

maximize the entrance pupil and then determine how 

broader-tban-optlmum spectral passbands can be em- 

ployed. 

Three designs of all-sky lenses are evaluated 

in this report.    One is the original IASL lens* de- 

signed for the lAAFDS; two are seconl-generation de- 

slgns**f'ffz which have been proposed for use in ex- 

tended-range detection systems, or far dlscrlmlna- 

tloc purposes, cr both,   nielr effective entrance- 

pupil areas, for on-axls rays, and spectral pass- 

band curves for on- f.nd off-axis rays are reported. 

A /alue purported to be the effective entrance- 
pupil area of the original lASL-designed all-sky 

lens has been used to derive the effective collec- 

tion area at 391l* k for a lAATOS evaluation.3   The 

"LASL type 10, a glass, O.^-in., f/2.0 iens de- 
slgced by B. Brlxner of IASL in 1960, usin^, an ear- 
ly lens-design code,   f^ee Fig. 1.    Designated 
IASL-2 in this report. 

•♦IASL type 61, a Quartz, 2.1-ln., fA-0 lens de- 
signed by Brlxner In 1965«   See Fig. 2r   The design 
technique2 for this lens is an outgrowth of the 
earlier code.   Designated IASL-5. 

♦An ECwC, Inc.-designed lens shown on ECäO drawing 
No. 1Q699Ö (An. 1966).   See Fig. 3,    Designated 
EC4C-5.    This .lens Is not the scaled-up version of 
the first LASL design. 

origin of the value is unknown.    For the same lens, 

TcBilinson4 predicted theoretical relative spectral- 

passband curves for light near 391^ Ä; he did not 

at*,ampt to carry the ci Iculatlons to other spectral 

regiors. 

The meaBurements reported here were prompted by 

the need for accurate knowledge of the spectral- 

passband characteristics of the lences required for: 

1. Analysip of the 19^^ lightning study data.5»6 

2. Improvements to the IMFDS . 

3. Dlscrimin    ion requirements of adN'anced  sys- 
tems. 

We also wished to check the accuracy of Ttmlinson's 

iredlctlons. 

This evaluation ccnpriseB measurements of the 

dependence of the response of all-sVy photoneters on 

parameters of the lenses used in them.   The term 

"response" Is used to mean "output," whatever the 

units.    Care was exercised to minimize the depend- 

ence of the results on the associated photooeter 

conponents.    The data required  for the evaluation 

are presented in three parts:    the criteria by which 

photcneter perfanaence is related to lens parame- 

ters (Section II)> descriptions of the lenses  (Sec- 

tion III); and the measurement techniques and re- 

sult« (Section IV). 

II.    FHOI'(MTER-RERFC«».rCE CKITEF.IA 

There are two caislderations by which photoroe- 

ters designed for use ti the IMFDS or similar sys- 

tems can be evalt«ted.    First,, the signal-to-nolse 

ratio should be as large as possible.    The parame- 

ters which affect signal-to-noise ratio depend on 

the type of spectrum to be detected and on the op- 

tical environment, and include entrance-pupil srea, 

field of view, and details of the spectral pass- 

baiV.    Second, the responses to sources with dif- 

ferent spectra,  i.e., air fluorascence vs light- 

ning, must be sufficiently and consistently dlffer- 

eafc so that the source spectro can be recognized 

and the sources differentiated on the basis of the 

photometer response.   Relsvant photoiteter character- 

istics are details of the spectral passband;    Its 

width, shift, and uniformity of shape as a function 

of Incidence angle. 



A.    rUgr-il-to-Nolse Ratio st the detector. 

The derivation of slgnal-to-nolM! ratio In the 

output of a photometer In terraß of input signals and 

photoneter parameterR In straightforward, and can be 

«ccoirpllshed with as much detail as desired.    Che 

presentation which treats of the nignal-to-ncüse 

level of the IMFDS specifically has been given by 

Ponfthue.7   The treattaent In this section la limited 

to a calculation of the dependence of signal-to- 

noise ratio on overall photcweter paraneters,  such 

as field of view. 

1.    Moise Level.    For daylight operation, the pho- 

toneters used In the IMFDS are shot-noise limited, 

Internal noise sources being small compared to sta- 

tistical fluctuatior.ä in the background light detec- 

ted.   The noise level is pi-opartiontl to t^c square 

root of flux, F. , which car. be written 

First,  if the apectrum of the source is mono 

chranatlc at w«v> length \    within the spectral pass- 

band, the flux is 

where 

and 

H      •    source  lrradlar.ce at wavelength X 
(W cm"2). 

R(\  ,9)    ■    response of photometer at X    and 

angle ?, relativ« to o « 0. 

Second, If the spectrun Is a smooth continuum, with 

average spe-tral irradlanee iL   (W cm*2 i'1), the 

flux is 

where 

and 

B.   0   A    A    watt, 
x   c   e   e 

average background spectral radiance 
(W cm"2 I"1 sr-1), 

effective solid angle of photoaeter 
(sr), 
effective entrance-pupi.1 area (cal2). 

A      =   effective spectn»! bandwidth  (A). 

For nlg.-it operation, the photooeters produce an 

internal noise 3evel which depends on the size of 

the photcreultiplier tube required but which other- 

wise is Indeper.dent of lens characteristics. 

In a rigorous analysis the noise level cannot 

be defined until a frequency interval, f(H'), in 

which the noise Is measured has befn defined.    In 

the lAAFDS the frequency interval i? the electrical 

baixiwidth of the triggering circuits.   This report, 

however, does not treat of the dependence of signal- 

to-noise ratio oc frequency interval. 

g.    Signal Igvel.    The signal in a photoneter is 

FToportional to the flux, which can be written for 

tvo significant esses.   The iranediate source is ap- 

sumed to be localized in the detector's field of 

view, at an angle 9 from the  (vertical) photoneter 

axis.    Because the source Is localized.  Its impor- 

tant characteristic Is the Irradlanee, H (W cm'2). 

Fc    ■   HxAeRmax(,,) A(P)watt' 

where ^„^(6) A(6)]  is the wavelength Integral (A) 

of the relative-response curve at incidence angle 9. 

rA(9) Is the effective spectr»! bandwidth  (k) at 

angle A.] 

3-    Signal-to-Noise Raiio.    The dependence of sig- 

ns 1-to-noise ratio on photoaeter paraoteter* has been 

isolated and is given in Table I for two background:; 

and two types of source epsctrve. 

Table I.    Dependence of Slgnal-to- 
Noise Ratio on Jhotaneter f^rameters 

Spectrum Daylight Night 

Monocljrowatic        R(X  ,9) 
neAe 

1/2 

Continuous R__   (9)^(9) 
max 

C,eAe 

1/2 

R(Xo»e)A, 

^max^'^^e 

Two general conclusions can be drawn from the 

data in Table I.    The slgnal-to-nolse ratio: 

a. increases with  increasing effective en- 

trance-pupil araa. A  , as /T" during daylight and 

linearly at night; and 

b. incr^-.ses with decreasing spectral bandwidth 



for a monochrcanMc eource spectrum during daylight, 

but Increases with lo^waalng spectral bandwidth far 

contlnuun sources, .lay car night. 

Thus, maxlraum pcrfcrmttnce calls for l&rge en- 

trance pupils regardleBs of source or environnrnt, a 

narrow spectral passband when the source spectrum is 

monochrooatic, and a spectral passband as wide as is 

iractical when the source it a cont'-nuum.    In the 

latter case the upper limit on the spectral land- 

width is deten jied by the requirement for spectrmn 

recognition. 

B.    Spectrvar. Recognition 

The system for lightning discrimination on the 

basis of si«ctral differences operates ar,  follows. 

When a signal with a short rise time is detected by 

the IAAFDS detjetor at J911* k, the response naximum 

is ccapBred with the corresponding maximum of the 

discrimination-detector respon-».    The ratio of the 

two signals is used to decide, on the basis of pos- 

sible variations of the expected sourie spectra, 

which type of source produced tha puJ.8»s. 

The maximum reliability of discrimination is 

attained when the difference betwee i the responses 

to the two types of iources is max'jium.   Hius one 

tries to find two spectral regiora,  (a) where one 

source is relatively weak and Mte othe-.  strong, and 

(b) vice versa.   The weak and strong regions depend 

in degree upon the spectral bandwidth ovtr which the 

spectra are averaged:    narrow bandvldths can be tit 

to naxloa and ruinlma in the spectra much more readi- 

ly than broader ones.    Hence, one of the require- 

ments for adequate spectrum recognition Is a suffi- 

ciently narrow spectral pas band. 

The 391^-Ä Na IN band used for air fluorescence 

detection contains a large fraction of its energy in 

a spectral region a few angstroois wide. Since the 

lightning bpect urn is nninly continuum near 391« A,e 

the greatest photometer-response difference between 

the two spectra at i91k k can be attained by employ- 

ing as narrcw a spectral passband as possible. 

Ihe  optimum wld^h of the discrimination-channel 

spectral passbaod depends on the spectral region 

chosen for discrimination, and whether a line fea- 

ture or an apparent continuum is to be detected in 

lightning.    It has already been noted that when de- 

tecting a linj feature, the barviwidth should be min- 

imized.    However, far detection of a continuum, the 

channel should be as broad as possible while still 

maintaining an adequate response difference.    Opti- 

mum width's, e3timBted ficn the typical lightning 

spectrum6 and the Starfish hig: -altitude air-fluo- 

rescence spectrum,8 for a number of possible dis- 

crimination channels, are given in Table II. 

Table II.    Estimated Optimum Band- 
widths fr« Discrimination Channels 

Nominal channel 
wavelength, A 

Lightning feature 
(C " continuum) 

Clear region. 
Starfish, A 

Estimated optimum 
bandwidth, A 

Optimum center 
wavelength, A 

klkO 1*900 5000 6565 

C C HII         Hot 

4080- '♦750- sane 6545- 
4160 4990 Nil 6570 

1*0 IJC < 20 < 20 

l»12C 1*660 5000 656J 

It is also essential for proper operation of 

the dlBcriminatlon system that the photometer re- 

sponse be an unambiguous function of the source 

spectral characteristics, regardless of where in 

the flelü of view the light originates.    Possible 

coupes of response ambiguity ere as follows. 

1. Ambiguity of response occurs if the spec- 

tral bandwidth becomes larger than its optimum, or 

changes considerably, anywhere within the field of 

view.    Either action decreases the response differ- 

ence, owing to extraneous contributions to the re- 

sponse ^om larto of the spectrum outside the de- 

sired passband or to uncertainties In tha stimuius- 

to-rtsponse transfer function. 

2. A shift of the peak-response wavelength 

can completely change the emphasis of adjacent spec- 

tral features and cause gross changes in the desired 

response diflerence.    For example, a relatively 

snail wavelength shift »n the 5914-A channel peak 

wavelength can, if the bandwidth is narrow, par- 

tially negate the contribution of the Us IN (0,0) 

j91k.k feature for off-axis rsys.    In the worst 

case, th's ambiguity could cause an air fluores- 

cence signal produced by a nuclear explosion in 

space to be rejected by the discrimination system. 
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There  In,  o»' course, some acceptable relÄxatlcm 

ITim Mie optimum parame\«rs for a i;lven diacrlmlna- 

'nai channel, aa will be discussed  In Section V. 

III.    I£N8 D'SCRIPTIONS 

The three wide-angle lens designs for use In 

all-sky photcmaters are described in Figs. 1 to 5 

and in Table III.   The IASL-2 was designed by B. 

Brixner far use in the original IMFDS.    The LASL-5 

is a new design by Brixner, intended for use in an 

extended-range LAAFTO, in both the detection and 

discrimination channels.    The ECMC-5 design is in- 

tended for use in an advanced system in which pho- 

tometers are required for lightning-discrljni!iatlon 

purposes only. 
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Fig. 5.    ECi4G-5 aU-sky lens. 

Table III.    All-Sky Fhotometer Lenses 

LASL-2 LASL-5 EGaC-5 

Date dasigned I960 1965 x965 

Nonlnal field 160° 12 (f 12C 

Focal length O.U} ui. 2.1 in. - 

Aperture f/2.8 fA.o - 

For photonultlpller 2 In. 5  in. 5 li. 

No. of eLements k C 2 

Filter dianeter 1.5 lr. 1»  in. 5.5 in 

lens dlernetei 2 in. 6 in. 11 In. 

Lens length 'i  In. Ul in. 15 in. 

Optics neterial glass qu'.rtz glass 

See  footnote a on p. ^ 

Fig. 1.    IASL-2 all-sky lens. 
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IV.    MEASUREMENTS AND RESUUT 

The comparative evaluKtlcn of the perforaance 

of the three lenses to be given In Section V uses as 

a basis the results of two series) of measurenents, 

(a) effective entrance-pupil areas for an on-axls 

parallel beam of light, and  (b) opectral-passband 

curves.    ->e latter give four results as runct'ons 

of Incidence angle,    relative response vs wave- 

length; relative response for monochranatic and coo- 

tlnuum sources; ihlft of the peak vivelength of the 

spectral passbaud; and effective width of the spec- 

tral passband  ("bandwidth").    Details of the oeas- 

urement techniques and results are given below. 

The ivtasurements were made at three wavelengths 

for the LASL-2, at .wo for *hr IASL-5, and aaly at 

391^ A for the EOAJ-y.   Ihle disparity has two 

sources.   In the case of the IASL-5, no interference 

filter of the proper diameter was available near 

5577 A.   For the EG4C-5, the Interference filter 

near jgi1* A was cemented to one of the Is:.- cicments 

and thus could not be replaced for measursnents t.* 

another wavelength region. 

A .    Entrance-Pupil ^rea 

The effective entrance-pupil area, defined as 

the product of •■.he «ecmetrical entrance-pupil area 

and the transmittance of the optics, was measured 

for each lens at a manber of wavelengths, usirg the 

apparatus ou'Unpd in Fig. 1*.   A stable tungsten 

source was use! with a baffle system to produce a 

^ean with a divergence naif-angle less than 2° . 

Th' entrance pupils of the lASL-designed iense« 

were measured with the  ln.erference filters removed 

frcra within the lens assembly;  Interference filters 

were placed in the beam outside the lens, as shown, 

to define the limited spectral regions at which the 

measureiBntB wsi« made.    LUiht that passed through 

an aperture of    ■vvn area. A, at a given distance 

from the source [Fig. '»(a)] was compared with light 

that passed through the e.itrance pupil of the lens, 

at the same distance from the source, and was trans- 

mitted by the optics TFlg. '♦(b)].   The light source 

and photoBiultipller »«re identical for the two -oeas- 

urements.    The light signals were In the same rsr.lj 

as the effective mxvtn, I.e. A /A = la/li« 

Because the interference filter for the B0iiC-5 

lens could not be removed, the measurement of its 

entrance pupil was not straightforward and is less 

accurate.    The experiment bhewn in Fig. ^(a) was 

irfccned with a standard lamp as the source, and 

with p..i interference filter of knewn spectral trans- 

mittance, in order to calibrate the photonultipller. 

The interference filter in the incident bean ••'as 

then removed, and the same source and the calibreted 

photomultlplier were used to meas'^re the produci i" 

the filter's spectral-cassband transmitttnef and tie 

effective entrance pupil of the lens.    The transmlt- 

tar.ee  of the  internal filter as provided by EGaGy 

was used as a correction to give a value of what the 

effective entrance-pupil area would be without the 

filter. 

The effective entrance pupil areas determined 

are given in '?able IV. 

4PERTURE ARE*-« 

PHOTOMUtTlPL.ER      • BAFFLE  SYSTEM. 

(o)    CURRENT I.- 

SAME A<;EA OF 
••MOIOMULUPUER 
CATHODE USED 

AT SOURCE 
t. 

;' 
INTERFERENCE FILTER 

(bl 
CUrfHcNT I, 

l 
_/ 

ALL-SKY   LENS       POSITION OF ENTRANCE PUfIL 

^J! n r 

i L I 
(APPARATUS NOT SHOWN TO SCALE) 

Fig. '■*■    Apparatus for meb.sui'enBnt of effective en- 
trance-pupil area Ag .     (a) Response currr-it 
Ii  for luiown area A.     (b) Response cm re.. 
Is for entrance  pupil A   .    Result:    A    » 

Table IV.    Effective Entrance-Pupil Areas 

Lens 

IASL-2 

IASL-5 

EWC-5 

Geometrical 
Entrance 

Pupil Area 
(cme) 

0.12 

l.l» 

lU.5a 

See Reference 10. 

Wavelength 
(A) 

656} 

3911* 
6563 

3911* 

Effectl.-o 
Entrance 

Pupil Area 

0.079 
0.094 

0.63 
0.92 

90   i  5 

AM la)- 
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Bj Spectrftl   ^ir.r.unnt Ciiaracterlstlcn 

The rerpomc of each lens-fllter-photometer 

cnmtiliiatlon to a unlfurm monochronatlc parallel beam 

of light which filled the entrance pupil was meas- 

ured as a function of wavelength and incidence angli 

usint the apparatus  shown  In Fig.  S    A uniformly 

filled r/lO cone of monochromatic  light was formed 

by a Jarrell-Ash Model 32-000, 0.5-m, grating, scsn- 

nlnr»  "Kbert" moncchroraator.    The light source WBS a 

ribbon-filament 100-W tungsten projection lamp.   A 

parallel bean was fomed by placing an achromatic 

lens at its focal distance from the exit slit; angu- 

lar divergence of the beam was less than 1°  full 

ancle-    The ajj-sky photometer was mounted on a 

large tripod with gear-driven angular positioning; 

angles could be set to ± 2° .    The photcraeter was 

positioned so that the parallel beam covered the en- 

trp.r.ce pupil for all incidence angles used; the be 

weis alwayr, appreciably larger ir dieneter than tht 

entrance pjpil. 

The neasurements weie made by the folluwing 

procedure.   The photomecer was mounted on the tripot' 

and rotated to Or   Incidence angle.    The monochroma- 

tor silts were set to give a usable signal, but ne- 

ver so large that the spectral width of its beam at 

half-maximum was > 6 A.    The electric grating drive 

of the montvchroniatür wan scanned  through the spec- 

tral passband of the photometer; the rwaponse  cur- 

rent was recorded on synchronously-moving chart pi- 

per.    Wavelength-calibration marks were applied to 

*-he   chart   ^per at the beginning and end of tl« 

-can.    This procedure was repeated at all Incidence 

angles.    Variations of relative irradlance of the 

monochromatic beam were recorded by replacing the 

pfc-tcmeter with a previously-calibrated photoinultl- 

plier tube* and recording its outixit during a scan 

over the same wavelength region. 

The chart data were read, typically every •* k, 

and punched on ctrds.    Reduction of the da*-«,  ln- 

cluiing corrections for source wavelength varia- 

tion, was carried out by cemputer.    The result; for 

errh pJurtcneter were plots of response, relative to 

tno nexlmujn response recorded, VE wavelength,  one 

plot for each value of incidence angle.    These 

plots of relative response as a function of wave- 

length and Incidence angle are given in Figs. 6  - 

12.    Each wavelength scale was shifted as necessary 

to produce naximum response at J91S 55 V, or 656J 

'Provided by './. Gould. 
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(INSERTED   TO   MEASURE 
SOURCE   "RRADIANCE) 

Fig. 5.    Apparatus for measurenent of spectral-nnssbanrt curves.    Measurenent shewn foi- Incidence 
angle a-    Light fron tungsten lamp passed through monochraiBtor and colllmutlng lens,  frtrm- 
ing large parallel irocio"hrrmatlc bean.    Mor.ochromfttcr was scanned in wavelength;  photometer 
output current was recoried  on chart paper.    Calibrated photdnultiplier was used to record 
source variations. 
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A number of parameters by which the photome- 

ters can be evaluated were obtained from the curves 

of relative response vs wavelength and Incidence 

angle.    Figure 1} sh^ws plota of relative response 

vs incidence angle of each of the rhatcoeters to 

jources vlth spectra of two types:    one, a uniform 

continuum; the other, mcDochrcmatlc at the design 

wavelength of the photometer.    Values for the plots 

of continuum-source response were obtained by Inte- 

grating the spectral response curves over wavelength. 
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Fig. 9.    Relative response of 3911* A IASL-5 jiiotcm- 
.Mar vs wavelength and incidence angle. 
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Values far the monochrcnetic-source response were 

obtained ly reading points otf the curves, e.g., at 

591* A. 

Figure 14 shows the shift of the peak-respfT.se 
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Fig.  11. Relative response of 391'+ A ECuC-5 photan- 
eter without rn)2 filter vs wawleiigth and 
incidence angle. 
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Fig. 12. Relative responae of 391** A EC4G-5 p*i<Jtoni- 
eter with ND2 filter vs wavelength and In- 
cidence angle. 

wavelength, with changes In incidence angle, of each 

of the photflBjeters, relative to the peaK-transmit- 

tance wavelength of the Interference filter. 

Finally, it is desirable for Intercnroparlson of 

the lenses to have curves of effective spectral 

bhndwidth, defined as the wavelength integral of the 

response curve divided by its neutlmuni [A (9) of Sec- 

tion II], vs incidence angle.    However, fur meaning- 
ful ccmpariscns, the spectral bandwidths of the In- 

terference filters used In the lenses snould be e- 

quftl, or correction should be made for different- 

bandwidth filtere.    Figure 15 shows plots of the 

spectral bandwidths for each of the photometers, as 

predicted  for 20 X-wide interference filters, vs in- 

cidence angle.   Corrections for 'liter wMths, K , 

different frcoi 20 A were made by the exrression 

'•V ■ Of, + (20 '*)* - V*]1^/ «here W^ is the meas- 
«red effective width and W    is the corrected width.* 

"This correction is exact if the spectral passbands 
are Gaussian in shape, and is a food apprnxlimtion 
If either W   » w    or the shape is apprnximtely 
Gaussian. 

U 
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Fig. 1^. Relative photoneter responses to line- and continuous-spectrum sources vs Incidence angle. Line 
spectrun Is monochrcnatlc at design wavelength; continuous spectrum Is miir.^-ir.. Curves are nor- 
mollzed separately. 
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Spectral bandwidth using 20-A-half-width 
filter, vs Incidence angle.    See text for 
discussion  af derivation of these data. 

V.    CfKRVRir-fUS, EVALUATICtJS, AND RECOWEHDATICKS 

In this secticn, the continuum- and line-source 

response curves of tne lenses are given on an atso- 

lute ECRle,  so that ccr.parlsons can b« nwle.    The 

passband shift and broadening data are evaluated  in 

terns of the criteria presented  in Section II. 
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Fig« 10-    Effective entrance-pupil areos for S^-A photaaeters.    Filters 2C-A half-width, 35^ peak t-ans- 
mittance.   For monochrciaatic source, entrance pupil of EGaG-5 with ND2 filter Is larger at angles 
> 50° than same lens without filter due to the peak-wave length shift with Incidence angle and the 
fact that curves represent Interference filters with different peak wavelengths. 

A.    Absolute Comparisons 

Figures 1B and 1J are ploto of the effective 

entrance-pupil areas as a function of Incidence 

angle for the lenses.    Source spectra are of two 

types:    monochromatic at the design wavelength of 

the photoueter, and uniformly continuous.    The zero- 

degree Incidence-angle Intercepts are the effective 

cn-axls entrance-pupil areas which would be measured 

with Interference filters In place.    They were cal- 

culated  In the following manner. 

The effective entrance pupil area, A  , given 

for the fllierless lenses in Table IV, represents an 
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Fijj. 1/.    Effective entrance-pupil areas for 6[>6i A photcmeters.    Filters 20-A half-width, 05i yieak trano- 
mlttance.    No curves  for EGoC-5 are shown because  Interference  filter for use at  }c)l'»  A could not 
be removed . 
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llil'iultely broad filter of trar.smittance 1.0.    If, 

Instead, the filter transmlttance Is T , the effec- 
o 

tlve area becoroeR A* = T A  .    If the filter pass- o e 
band now narrows to an effective tipectral bandwidth 

of A .» with maximum transmlttapce of T  , and the 
i o 

^pectrnl passband Is broadened by the lens to width 

\    > Af. the effective entrance-pupil area at the 

passband peak Is decreased to A    « T A    A./A  .    This m       o e    f   e 
is the Intercept used In plotting the absolute mono- 

chromatic source response. 

To a first approximation, the brcadening of 

the filter  rassband by the  lens has no effect on 

the wavelength integral of the passband.11   The ef- 

fective entrance-pupil are« for a continuum source 

on the lens axis is therefore given by the filter- 

peak transmlttance, T .  1 .e. A    » A T ; this value 
o ceo 

was used  in plottinc the continuum-source response. 

The curves of Figs. lt> and 1,' are related to 

the engular-response variables defined in Section II 

in the  following ways.    For the response to a mono- 

chromatic source at wavelength \  , [Figs. 16(a) and 

17(8)], the curves are plots of A    R(X  ,q) vs a. 
m        o 

For the response to a continuum source, [Figs. 16(b) 

and 17(b)], the curves are plots of A    H      (fl) A(9) 

vs  i.    The curves can be consulted with reference to 

the calculations given in Section II, and In parti- 

cular to the expressions in Table I, so that signal- 

to-noise ratio dependence on incidence angle can be 

estlnated for various values of envtromaental param- 

eters . 

It Is clear fron the curves of Fig. 16(a) that 

for a raonochroraatlc source at jgi1» A the largest ef- 

fective entrance pupil area is exhibited by the 

EGaG-S, both wltn and without the m2 filter.    The 

maximum performance, hcvever, occurs over a limited 

field of view,   (a) for a region about the zenith for 

the lens without the fJD? filter, and  (b) for a coni- 

cal shell centered at «O0  zenith angle when the Hr)2 

filter is Installed.   The MSL-5 effective entrance 

pupil area is smaller by a  fhctor of ~ 10 for on- 

axls light than tnat of the EGQG-5 without IiD2 fil- 

ter, and  nmaller by a  ft ctor  of ~ 2 at 40°  when the 

M)2 filter is used; but its angular response Is much 

more  uniform, decreasing by only a  factor  of ~ 2 at 

60°   fron  its raaxlmuni at J3 . 

When a light source  is Isolated within the 

limited field of view of the EGaG-'j, its response 

exceedt that of the IASL-5.   Hcwever, the lASL-b 

response can be the larger, fear two caees:    (a) an 

extended light source, as represented, for example, 

by the total scattered light from a lightning Clash; 

LA" (b) for a light source which Is concentrated out- 

side tne BCW5-5 field of view, such as an off-zenith 

air-fluorescence pulse or lightning Intracloud dis- 

charge . 

The effective entrance-pupil area of the IASL-5 

for a monochromatic source Is ~- 35 times larger than 

that of the LASL-2, both at 591^ i (Fig. 16) and 

6565 k (Fig. 17).   This breaks down Into a factor of 

10 due to the difference In gc-^etrlcal area, and a 

fÄctor of ~ 1.5 produced by the observed lASt-2 

passband broadening. 

B.    Evaluation of ?fcssbanil Characteristics 

In Section II the desirable pajsband character- 

istics were listed, and possible causes of response 

ambiguities were discussed.    These criteria will now 

be used to evaluate the results of the me' surements. 

1.    IASL-g ■    The effective spectral baaiwidth of the 

5914-A LASL-2 photoneter, when equipped with a 20-A 

filter, is W* ± 5 A over the whole field of view 

[Fig. 15(a)].   This is uniform enough to preclude 

significant ambiguity of response for this pnotan- 

eter near 4000 A>   The line response is not idesl, 

but it is usable.   The shift in peak-response wave- 

length as a function of Incidence angle Is less than 

t } k from the mean ("Fig. 14(a)] and creates no am- 

biguity. 

At 5000 Ä and higher, the spectral passbare?, de- 

pends more strongly on incidence angle, and the 

passband curves become so broad that the performance 

of this lens far a monochrooatic source is not de- 

sirable.    If a continuous-spectrum source is to be 

detected, only if there are no significant changes 

In the spectruB over the limits of change in treadth 

of the spectral passband can there be insignificant 

response ambiguity. 

The IASL-2 photometer tHerefore  lc usable, ei- 

ther for nuclear-explosion-excited-fluorescence 

detection or for lightning dlscrimlnation, without 

restriction near 4000 ä and, within the framework of 

the restrictions listed, for wa/elengths i 5000 „. 

li 



2. LftSL-ß.   The effective spectral bandwidth of the 

IASL-5 photometer equipp«! with a 20-i filter is 25 

Ä throughout t'« visible, and Is Independent of in- 

cidence angle [Fig. 15(a)].   Theoretically, the op- 

timum filter width Is 15 k, which wouli produce a 

20-Jl-Epectral-baaiwldth photcmeter.   The peak-re- 

•poiiM wavelength shifts less than ± 3 >■ from its 

mean as a function of incidence angle rpig. 14fb)]. 

The IASL-5 photometer is therefore usable with- 

out restriction over the wavelength region )900 to 

6600 A and, In fact, approaches the ideal line- 

source response for all wavelengths and Incidence 

angles up to 6<f . 

As an example, consider an improved version of 

the IAAFDS, using IASL-5 photoneter» at 391i» .". for 

Us Hi (0,0) detection from air fluorescence, and at 

6563 A for Hn detection in lightning.   Regardless of 

where within the 12Cf  field of view the source oc- 

curs, the photometer responses bear a kncvn, unam- 

biguous relation to the source spectrum.    If 391^-i 

radiation Is present. It is certain to occur at the 

peaK-rssponse wavelength of the 391^-1 ftootometer. 

The discrimination system thus can be set to give 

optimum perfarnance, as determined from the light- 

ning and air fluorescence spectra, and the minimum- 

obtainable ffclse alarm rate will irevall. 

3. EG.SC-S   The response curves for the 3911*-! 

EG:C-5 lens with * 20-1 interference filter, with 

and without the 'DS filter, are rapidly changing 

functions of incidence angle, in contrast to those 

of the IASL-designed lenses.    For this reason, the 

snjft and broadening of tl"*        -tral passband curves 

are discussed only  for inci,     je angles at which the 

response is greater than lOj of its peak. 

a^ Without KPg.    The response  falls below 10$ 

o!' its ?.ero-degree maximum at 35°  incidence angle 

for a monocnrcnatlc source and at [>?  for a continu- 

um source rFlt.  13(e)".    The spectral bandwidth var- 

ies rrom 26  I un-axis to ^ü i at 35° and   !'j A at 53° 

'rig-  15(b)l.    This repiewents a ciiante  of a  tactnr 

ct 2 within the aoiiocliraia»tlc-source field of vliw, 

and a  factor  of 3  i'or a rontinuum source,    'i'lie  iiean- 

response sullt relative to <f  is 2k i at 5'/ and 4^ 

I at ^3°   rKlg.  11»(7)'';.    These data  Indicate an a-il- 

Calty of response to a line-spectrum source.    Re- 

sponse to a continuum source  Is acceptatle  if tue 

continuum Is uniform over the whole wavelength re- 

gion covering the shift and broadening of the spec- 

tral passband. 

For example, consider the responses of a dis- 

crimination system using EGaG-5  photometers, without 

ND2 filters, to an air fluorescence pulse.    If the 

pulse occurs at, the zenith, the photometer resprnses 

will match the spectrum, since the passbands at zero 

degreer ar« narrow and are accurately- peaked at the 

design wavelengths.    The dircriminatlnn-channel re- 

sponse will be small, relative to 591'* Ä, and the 

pulse source will be recognizable as air rluor»-"- 

cence. 

HcMSver,   if the source  occurs at  r.cne  Incidence 

ingle other tlian the zenith, the shift and broaden- 

ing of the spectral passbands will cause a decrease 

ic the 3911*-Ä response which is greater than ti.e 

corresponding decrease In the   (contlnuus:) dlscriirl- 

nation-channel response.    The discrimination-channel 

response nay in this case be a large enough ^racticr. 

of the decreased 5911»-A response r.o thit the ratio 

approaches that typically produced by lightning. 

If the discrimination ratio Is set to reject    11 

detectable lightning pulses, which is possible by 

using a high enou^i discrimination ratio, the off- 

zenith air-fluorescence pulse will also be re.'ected, 

a clearly unacceptable result.   The dlscriiclnation 

ratio must therefore be set at a lower value,  so 

that all air-fluarescenct  pulses will be accepted. 

When this adjustment is made, some lightning pulses 

will also be accepted; and thus it will no longer 

be possible to determine the source of a pulse unam- 

biguously from the signals.    Furthermore, the ac- 

ceited lightning pulses will produce a higher than 

optimum false-alarm rate. 

b.    •■Jlth :a2.    Incidence-angle limltatior.s  (re- 

sponse ^ ICJt of maximum) for the £040-5 lens with 

the Nn2 filter are approxinetely jef to 60°  for both 

lir» and  continuum sources [Fig.  15(f)].    In this 

range the rpectral bandwidth varies from }3 to :0 A 

FFig.  15(0!! and the  peak-response-wave length 

■hin.«  over 40 i fFlg.  14(c)].    Again, the llne- 

s jurre response Is ambiguous, since the sarae argu- 

ment presented  for the  lens without filter apjille.- 

in tills case, with  "zenith" replaced by  "41/    Inci- 

dence angle."    The limitation to continuum-source 

response acceptabllit    also applies. 
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C.   Recrmnendations 

1«   Orlelnal System.   The UiSt-Z photometers de- 

•--Ipned  far tlie lAAFTO have been st, wn to be ade- 

quate without rer.ervatlon fcjr wavelenstno near '»OOO 

A, rlthOLU^i they are limited  in detection sensltl"!- 

ty ccmpared to the later designs.    Under the preaent 

concept of the Hghtr.lng-dlPcrlmlnatlnR lAAFTiR, the 

channels at  ^91'* and H^O A ptroduce equivalent sen- 

sitivity and good spectrum recognition.    Rome Im- 

nrovenent in spectrum recognition and Ughtnlng-dlE- 

crimlnatinK capability can he realized by changing 

the discrimination channel either to 4120 A, retain- 

ing the 20- to 50.Ä filter,  or to 1*060 Ä with a 1)0- 

A Tilter.    The  latter channel would give nearly a 

factor of 2 Improvenent in cigna.l-to-nolse ratio in 

the discrimination channel, en the basis of the typ- 

ical llghtr.lnfc spectrum.6    Monochrcmatic  ftatures of 

the lightning spectrum at 'jOOO or 0^6} A, recently 

r.ugbested as useful discriminants when using 20-Ä- 

spectral-baralwidth photometers, would  not be suita- 

ble for a dlscrimlnf-tion channel In a system using 

hnSL-2 photomettrs. 

2.    Advanced Systems.    Advanced designs of the 

IAAFTIS,  or  -imllar systems, are  intended to be used 

v'lt:i Jr.rre    er- itive detecticr. and/cr dlscrlrainntlon 

detectorf tnan those In the original 1MFDS design. 

Of tne two larger lens designs evaluated here, the 

LASL-5 has been shown to be the more uniform and 

predictable In response, and the more flexible in 

application. 

While the EG»43-5  Is the more  sensitive  for some 

incidence angles,  the  snift and broadening of the 

spectral passband combine to negate this advantage. 

Lightning discriniination on tne basis of spectra? 

differences requires unamt iguous response by the 

detectors.   The i91k-'k EG*C-5 photometer has been 

shown to be  subject to ambiguity of response  for 

certain values of incidence angle.    Use of the 

EGeC-5  in a lightrilng-discriminatlon system would 

yield less than optimum perfnrMnce, end an unneces- 

sarily high false-alBrm rate. 

The oppesite is true for the IASI,-5 lens.    Its 

spectral passband is or.ly slightly broadened for 

filter barxlwldths as narrcv as 15 A, and tie band- 

width  is uniform at all Incidence angles  s 6Cf . 

The t >,   pean-wHvelength shift la negligible. 

Spectrum recognition is Ideal for either narrow 20.k 

bandv-ldtha op the broader bandwldths desirable for 

coi.tlnuuD-response discrimination channels. 

Tt Is therefore ccncluded that the IARL-5 lens 

Is the more suitable for advanced detection find dis- 

crlmlnatlon systems. 
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